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Let f be an n-ary quadratic form over a field K. A vector 
a  € Kn is called an isotropic vector if f(a) = 0 .  A vector space 
V C  k” is called an isotropic space if each vector of V is 
isotropic. An isotropic space V is called a maximal isotropic space 
if V is not properly contained in an isotropic space. We denote by 
£  the set of all isotropic vectors, and 0 the set of all maximal 
isotropic spaces. If there exists a subset {w } A of Cl such that:3 3CAi
i) £  = U W and
ii) W Cl W, = [0] for a £ b a b
then, [w } A is called a partitioning for f over K . W and W.3 3£A 3 D
satisfying ii) will be called disjoint spaces.
Chapter I establishes some basic theorems used throughout 
this paper, and develops additional notation and definitions. It 
should be read by all wishing to understand this paper.
In Chapter II, the existence of a partitioning for
2 ■? 2 2 f = (x.. + x “) - (x_ +  x . ) is established, f taken over any
n 2 n 2field of characteristic not 2. Likewise, when f = £  x. - £ xs . . 1 . . n+ii=l 1=1
for n = 4 and 8, and taken over a formally real field, a 
partitioning exists. (By formally real, we mean that zero is not a
nontrivial sum of squares.) Finally, a plusminus partitioning
(introduced by Pall in [9]) is defined and shown to exist for 
n 2 n 2f = S x. - E x  . , with f taken over a finite field of , . i « i n+ii=l i=l
characteristic not 2.
Chapter III is devoted to showing the nonexistence of a 
n 2 n 2partitioning for f = E x. * E x .  , where n is odd and greater»  ̂ i * i riT 3-1=1 i=l
than 1, and f is taken over a formally real field, or a finite 
field of characteristic not 2.
In Chapter IV the forms studied are taken over fields of 
characteristic 2. Special problems associated with characteristic 
2 are discussed, and some definite results are given.
Chapter V gives the progress made on still unsolved problems, 





Section 1.1 Background of the Dissertation
The study of isotropic vectors and isotropic vector spaces is 
not new. E. Artin devotes a large part of his book Geometric 
Algebra [l] to their study. One hesitates to attempt even a partial 
list of mathematicians who have made significant contributions in 
this area. Certainly, in addition to Artin, we must list E. Witt, 
J.J. Sylvester, L. E. Dickson, and J. Dieadonne. Yet, 
surprisingly, the property of partitioning seems to have escaped 
everyone's attention. This property was first noticed by Professor 
Gordon Pall of Louisiana State University. Pall showed me proofs
4 2of the existence of a partitioning for f = S x , 1- when taken over
i=l 1
2 2 4 2GF(p), P an odd prime, and for f = Sx, - Sx, when taken over a
i=l 1 i=i3
formally real field. He wondered how general the property was, 
and offered the problem to me as a possible dissertation topic.
The problem can taken, many directions. One can vary the 
forms used, the number of variables, or the field. Or, one can 
take the coefficients of the form from a ring, considering then, 
of course, modules instead of vector spaces..
Section 1.2 Development of Basic Tools and Definitions
Fox* convenience, a complete list of symbols and definitions
1
follows the last chapter. In general, definitions first appear
when needed. From this point until Chapter IV, all fields are
assumed to have characteristic not 2 .
The definition of partitioning makes essential the gathering
of information about the collection Cl of maximal isotropic spaces.
We receive Eome help from Artin. He shows in.[l], p. 122, that
all maximal isotropic spaces have the same dimension. On p. 144
he computes the dimension of maximal isotropic spaces for forms
over finite fields. We need much more. We proceed now to develop
ways to determine the dimension of a maximal isotropic space.
Let f be a nonsingular n-ary quadratic form over K, A the matrix 
(k k)of f, and 0 * the zero matrix of order k. Then f is said to
represent there exists T = T^n,k  ̂ of rank k such that
T'AT = 0 (k’k)
shere T' is the transpose of T. Professor Pall first made the
observation (as far as we know) that the column vectors of T
generate a k-dimensional isotropic space. And, conversely, when
the column vectors of T consist of a basis for a ^-dimensional
(k k)isotropic space, then f represents 0 . The proof for this,
to be given later (Th. 1.4) will provide a natural setting in
which to introduce some notation from Artin £l]. Therefore,
(k k)the largest integer k for which f represents 0 is the
dimension of the maximal isotropic spaces of f over K. The
following theoranis due to Hasse [4 } , is especially timely. 
Theorem 1.1 Let f be a nonsingular n-ary quadratic form over K, 
of characteristic not 2. Then' f is equivalent (under nonsingular 
linear transformation) to a form g where
g = * 2 +  V  +  ••• +  x /  - x£+1 - ••• -
with k s  0, n s 2k, and tp representing 0 only trivially. Furthermore,
k is the largest integer for which g represents the zero matrix with
a representation of rank k, and k is an invariant of the class
He k)containing f . Since representation of 0 ‘ ’ - indeed, the property
of partitioning - iB invariant under nonsingular linear transforma­
tion, it is reasonable to focus the study of the partitioning 
property to forms of type g. Combining Artin and Hasses’ results, 
we know that each maximal isotropic space of g (and hence f) has 
dimension k. In passing we note that Pall [8]] following Hasse has 
exhibited a fairly simple algorithm to check the representation of 
0 (k’k) for forms f not of type g, provided K is the field of 
rational numbers.
Let f be a nonsingular rt-ary quadratic form over K. By the 
inner product relative to f we shall refer to the function 
I^:Kn x Kn -* K defined by
f(0ffj3) - f(a) - f(jS)  ̂ .
Up = Whan several forms are being
used is used in place of 0̂ 3.
4
2Note that OEd = a  = f(ci)> so that an isotropic vector is one 
2satisfying a  = 0. Pairs such that a|8 = 0 will be called 
orthogonal relative to f. Of special interest is the case when
2; 2f = Ex., Then the inner product is the familiar Euclidean inner 
i=l
- n
product {a,,a^s* * *,a ) ( b , ••,b_) = E a,b.. It can be shown1 4̂ n i z n
that 1^ has the following properties: (Artin, p. 109)
For at, jS, y e K as k e K,
i) aj5 « pa 
ii) a(/Jhy) = o@ + ay 
iii) Oi(kjS) = k(a/J)
The following lemma follows easily from the properties of 1^ and 
mathematical induction.
Lemma 1.2 Let be a collection of isotropic vectors and
k
S <= { E  c.ce. |c. c K}. Then, S is an isotropic vector space if and« t X X 1x=l
only if a. and a, are orthogonal for 1 £ i, j £ k,
In the case that is atv independent collection of
isotropic vectors, then the condition OL.OL. = 0 for 1 S  i, j ^ k^ J
shows £o be a basis for a k-dimensional isotropic space.
The next lemma relates the function I^ to the matrix A  of f.
Lemma 1.3 Suppose a,/3 € Kn are expressed as column vectors. Then 
Otfi = a'A0 (Here, we make no distinction between [a^ and a.)
Proof: The lemma is easy to check for f a diagonal form, i.e.,
i
5
n 2f = S  a.x . We suppose that the lemma is true in this case. Now 
1=1 1 1
let f.be any nonsingular n-ary form, g a diagonal form such that 
f w g ,  Let A  be the matrix of f, B the matrix of g, and C nonsingular
such that B - C'AC. Again, let Oi and 0 be written as column vectors,
fOtt) = Oi'Afli = g(C 1 (0i)), so 0(0 (relative to f) =
ffcw-g) - ffa) - f(fl) K(c'l(anr» - g(c'‘w )  - e(c-1g) _
2 2
S ( c ~1t e )  +  c - I (f l))  -  g ( c "1( g ) )  -  8 (C-I(g)) _  < c -1(0, ) ) ( c ' 1 ( © )
(relative to g) = [c" (ffi)] B[c (0)3 (by hypothesis on diagonal 
forms) = Oi'AjS. Q.E.D.
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 combine to give the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4 (Pall) Suppose is an independent collection
n. (nLk)of vectors from K , T  = T has 0(. as the ith column, and A is
the matrix of f. Then {of.}^ . is a basis for a k-dimensionali i=l
(k k}isotropic space (relative to f) if and only if T'AT = 0 *
Proof: By setting T'AT = we note that = OilAot., Because
of Lemma 1.3, we know that c. . = The theorem then follows1J 1 J
from Lemma 1.2.
As noted in Theorem 1.4, a matrix T of rank k satisfying 
Ofc k)T'AT = 0 V * defines in a natural way a k-dimensional isotropic 
space; namely, the one having as a basis the columns of T. By 
means of this identification, we shall often describe the k-dimensional 
space V using T. T, of course, is not unique for a given V. It 
merely reflects the choice of basis.
6
Searching^for a partitioning forces one to seek criteria to
tell when two maximal isotropic spaces overlap, First, a definition.
2n
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space of K , V is said to have 
for be in) canonical form if V = [JU where I is the nth ordet 
identity matrix, A an n x n matrix, and the columns of the matrix 
give a basis for V.
Theorem 1.5 Let fiV “ [_A_ and W be n-dimensional vector spaces
of K “n which are in canonical form. Then:
V fl W # {0} if and only if det(A-B) = 0
Proof: Write 17 € V as a column vector. If oc e K*1 gives the first
n coordinates, then Aa gives the last n coordinates. Hence we
(a )
think of as a pair of column vectors \M!/, and note that 17 = 0 
if and only if Oi - 0. Now suppose r| ̂  0 f V D W. 17 = ('Aot'} ** ('B
for a,|3 e Kn . Therefore, a. ~ j3 ^ 0, and (A-B)a = 0. Therefore,
det (A-B) ** 0. The converse is clear.
2 2
We proceed now to show'that for f = £  x. - S x  and. , 1 . , n+ii=l i=l
taken over a formally real field K, every maximal isotropic space 
V has a unique canonical form.
Theorem 1.6 Let V, f, and K. be as in the preceeding paragraph.
[A|
Let V be identified with the 2n x n matrix [J3J, where A  and B are 
n  x n matrices which arise when the columns of the 2n x n matrix 
consist of an arbitrarily selected and arranged basis for V. Then 
A  and B are nonsingular. !
7
n
Proof: We prove the theorem only for A. Let ■. he the basis
A M .
given by the column vectors. 17̂  = ■, with Oî  and the
respective columns of A  and B. Suppose A  is singular and, without
loss of generality, a ^ depends on There exists
n n
such that a. +  L  c a, = 0 . The vector y “ V± + S  c.17. 1b nonzero
i=2 * i=2 l
( o'
and isotropic, y = > with 6 < Kn not the zero vector. This
contradicts the fact that K is formally real.
Corollary 1.7 Keep V, f, and K as in Theorem 1.6. Then V has a
[ J  , wiiunique canonical form |_Cj th C an orthogonal niatrix of det +  1
n „
, , . „ S  x ).
i=l 1
m
Proof: Identify V with |_Bj according to the hypothesis of Theorem
/OLA
1.6. A is nonsingular. Let 7̂  = \PiJ as *n t*ie Pro°^ Theorem
1.6, and a. the ith column of I. Since foi. 3^ , generates Kn , it1 1 1—1
follows that for 1 £ i £ n, there exists such that
"1 = (T i)-a. = S  x. .a.. Hence, there exists in V vectors 1 3=1 1J J
n
The is clearly independent (by the nature
of > an<l fche 2n x  n matrix with the ith column assumes the
form H .  V is clearly unique; if ^ P ^  € V, then pi = 7\. Since 
is isotropic, has Euclidean norm 1. Since fijMj = 0 T°r 
1 i i, j S  e , and (X.o\. *= 0 for 1 S i, j s  n, it follows that 
lyr. = 0 for 1 £ i, j £ n, the latter two conditions having i £ j,
,, t-,Af ^  ^  ^  2
of course. Hence, for f = Sx. - S x . and K formally real,
1=1 1 i=l n+1
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set £1 of maximal 
isotropic spaces and the set 0^ of orthogonal matrices of order n. 
We conclude this chapter with two observations.
G OThe proof of Corollary 1.7 shows that if V is any
* illn-dimensional subspace of K with A  nonsingular, then V has a
[ Aunique canonical form |_Cj. Now, of course, we can no longer note 
any special characteristics about C. This observation will be 
needed in Chapter III.
One can prove more than Theorem 1.5, although we do not need 
the stronger result. Recalling all notation and observations used 
in Theorem 1.5, we claim that 1 S t £ n, is dependent
as a set in K^n if and only if Is dependent as a collection
in K°. Let T:Kn -* Kn be defined as T(a) = (A-B)a. Let N be the
ta \kernel of T. a  € N if and only if lACry € V fl W, hence, if
rfOL. Vi t
a basis for N, |^A&-J is a basis for V fl W. Hence
the dimension V 0 W  = the dimension of N.
CHAPTER II
EXISTENCES OF PARTITIONINGS AND PLUSMINUS PARTITIONINGS
If f is a nonBinglar form in two or three variables which
2 2represents 0 nontrivially, or if f ~  - x^ +  cp(Xg>•*•»xn)>
where cp represents 0 only trivally, then the.maximal isotropic 
spaces are one-dimensional. Hence, a partitioning exists.
For nonsingular quadratic forms in four variables, only those
2 2 2 2 equivalent to +  Xj - (x^ + x^ ) have two-dimensional
isotropic spaces. We remark again that the property of partition­
ing is invariant under nonsingular linear transformation.
Section 2.1 f = x,^ + x^  - { x ^  +  x / )1 1 /. 5 U
Theorem 2.1 If f is taken over any field K of characteristic not
2 , then there exists a partitioning for f over R.
>'l “ y 3x3 = g----
y2 “ y4
a4 2
4transforms f into g = + ^ 2^4 * ^or a  c ^ = \^1/ *
2 2a l ’̂ l € ^  5 °ig != ’ wit^ t̂ ie Euclidean inner product.
With a  = ( % )  , 0 =(/3* )  , Q£,j3 e k4 a. ,B.i *i e K , we note that
y l +  y3

















is a collection of maximal iostropic spaces. Because of Theorem
1.5, any trwo distinct spaces with canonical form listed in S are
disjoint. The solitary space not in canonical form is obviously
disjoint from the others. S constitutes a partitioning for g over
K if we can shew that each isotopic vector is contained in a member
\
of S. Each isotropic \-ector O' =
j
x.
with x. = 0 = x„ isi 2
contained in the space not in canonical form. Me suppose, without 
loss of generality, that ^ 0. Since 0£ is isotropic, the











4 (a )We use again g = + y g y ^  For Y ^ K > Y = \j8/ »  with
Of = , j3 = (b*) , y2 = aj3 = a1b1 + a2b2* For a $ °»
2
{$ e K2 |ajS = 0 (Euclidean inner product)} is a line in K. , Denote
2 2 by A^ tbe line in K generated by a, and Â ,* the line in K
whose elements are orthogonal to a  and generated by a  . With
the ordered pairs written as columns, A x Â fr is a two1*-
“ /3f («*)dimensional isotropic space, generated by lOy and 
For k c K, CkOl)ot = k(baOi*), so A^* = Hence A = Affi and
A = A^* arise independently of their generators. Therefore,
2 ^
if A is any line in K  , there exists precisely one line A
ri -k
in such that Qj3 = 0 for a l l ( a , 0 ) e A x A .  As described 
*above, A x A will always be a maximal isotropic space.
2 , , *Decompose K into lines (A j . and let W = A x A3 2 3 fl
Claim: [w 3 , is a partitioning for g over K. Each isotropic3 A
vector y - (j8) satisfies aj3 = 0. Clearly, 3 a e A such that
*C  f A and |S € A . To show that ^0^ is the only vector commonfl fl
'if *ifto any two W  's, we note that A ^ A, => A # A, . For otherwise,fl fl D fl D
3 0L £ 0 e A * such that (fllcKjS => 0} is two-dimensional.fl
2 2 2 2 Corollary 2.2 Let g = x^ *  x2 +  x3 +  x4 ’ p * tbe characteristic
of K, an odd prime; K finite or not. Then, there is a
partitioning for g over K.
Proof: Pall has shown in that when g is taken over GF(p),
a partitioning using two-dimensional (maximal) isotropic spaces is 
possible. Since GF(p) C  K, it follows from Lemma 1.2 that
12
two-dimensional isotropic spaces exist for g taken over K. But
(2 2)this implies that g, -when taken over K, represents 0 . Hence,
2 ^ 2 2
by Hasse1s Theorem (Theorem 1.1), g ^  x^ + x^' - (*3^ +  x4 ) over
K. We have thus extended the property of partitioning for g taken
over GF(p) to any field of characteristic p.
4 42 2/ Section 2.2 f = S  x. - S  » K  formally real.
1=1  ̂ i=l
From Theorems 1,1 and 1.4, we know that each maximal isotropic 
space is four-dimensional. From Corollary 1.7 we know that each
PImaximal isotropic space V has a unique canonical form LAJ with A
T
an orthogonal matrix of order 4. For V = A , W = I B I, we know
that V (1 W £ t,0] 0 rank (A-B) <  4. Since the rank of (A-B) is
not altered by multiplication with B , we rephrase this as
V H W ^ [0} o  b A has 1 as an eigenvalue. In fact, because of
the 1-1 correspondence between the set 11 of maximal isotropic
spaces and the set Ch of orthogonal matrices, any partitioning
{W } , necessarily involves a collection (D } of orthogonal3 3 dCA
matrices such that D D, never has 1 as an eigenvalue, for a / b,r 3
We are led to the study of eigenvalues in 0^; specifically, we 
need to characterize those orthogonal matrices having 1 as an 
eigenvalue.
The patience of the reader is solicited while the steps 
leading to the partitioning are retraced. We assume elementary 
properties of the Hamilton quaternions Q over K. (The 
multiplication table and simple facts are listed in the back with
13
the page of definitions and symbols). A.Hurwitz [5] has shown how 
to obtain. 0^ parametrically, when K = the field of rational numbers.
His results easily extend to formally real fields. Consider Q as
a vector space over R, and (t,u) e Q x Q with N(tu) = 1. The linear 
transformation T:Q Q given by T(x) = txu is norm preserving.
I
The matrix of the transformation is orthogonal and has determinant
1 ; furthermore, all orthogonal matrices of determinant 1 arise in
this way. Those of determinant -1 are obtained by changing the
signs of all entries in a given row (or column). Let Â . denote
the orthogonal matrix arising from T(x). To be sure, A is
given parametrically. But each entry is a "quadratic form" in the
eight variables associated with t = t + t, i + t.,j +  t_k,
o  i  t, J
u = u^ +  u.̂ i + u^j +  u^ *  Confronted with the computation, 
det(Afcvj -1), the following detour seemed expedient. View 
T(x) as a composite transformation T(x) = RoS(x), where 
S(x) = xu, and R(x) =,tx. Of course, the matrices associated 
with S and R need not be orthogonal, since N(t) and N(u) need 
not be 1. Under certain conditions, one can compute eigenvalues 
for the product AB, if one knows the eigenvalues of A  and B.
Rather than compute det(Atu - I), the writer1 chose to study 
eigenvalues associated with the transformations R and S. Without 
realising it at the time, the writer was close to a partitioning. 
Denote with Afc the matrix associated with R(x) = tx. If 
N(t) = 1 ,  det(At - I) (only 4 parameters are now involved) is 
zero only when t = 1. Furthermore, if N(t) = N(s) = 1,
14
det(AtAs_1 - I) is zero only when t = s. Hence the [At lN(t> = l],
when associated with [v = jjkJ }, gives rise to a collection of
pairwise disjoint isotropic spaces. Only one hurdle remained;
namely, demonstrating that E  = U V ; The writer hopes thatN(t)=l u
giving an outline of the proof first will compensate in increased
understanding for that lack of surprise in what follows.
The first item needing proof is the fact that det(At “ I)
is zero if and only if t = 1 (for t with N(t) = 1). Several
months after the discovery of the partitioning, a characterization
of those (t,u), with N(tu) = 1, such that det(Afcu - I) = 0 was
found. This characterization is presented now. As a corollary,
we get the needed information about det(At - I).
Theorem 2.3 Let (t,u) e Q x Q, with N(t)-N(u) = 1. Write
t = t +  t, i +  t,i +  t...k, u = u +  u, i + u^j 4- u.,k. Then o 1 2 3 o 1 2 J
det(Atu - I) = 0 «  N(u)-to = u q. (K is any field).
Proof: The transformation T(x) = tiai has txu = x for x ^ 0
—■ 1 XUif and only if there exists x ^ 0 such that tx = xu" 53 •
Set R(x) = tx, S(x) = * Then det(Afcu - I) = 0 if and only
if R - S is singular.
The matrix of R is
15
Ttte matrix of S is 
(with N = N(u))
u U- u_ u,.0 1 2 i
~U- u -u„1 0 3 2
-u_ u -u.2 3 o 1
”U3 -u2-.. ' U1 u0
1The difference —N
matrix R - S is 
(N = N( u »
Nt ~u o o -(Kt1+u1) - (Nt2+u2) -(Nt3+u3)
Ktl+Ul Nt -u o o - (Nt3~u3) Nt2“U 2
Nt2+U2 Nt3-u.3 Nt -u' o o -(Nt^t^)
Nt3+u3 -(nc2-u2) Ntr ° i Nt -a. o 1
16
The determinant of
a ‘b c d
-b a e f
-c -e a g
-d -f “g a
2 2 2 *? ‘> 2 2 2  2is a (a + b  + c “ + d “ + e  +  f +  g ) + (cf - de " bg) . So
with N = N(n), M = N(t), NM = 1, and the obvious identifications,
2the determinant of R - S is shown to be 4N(Nt -u ) , which iso o
zero if and only if N(u)t = u .' o o
Corollary 2.4 Suppose (t,u) = (t,l) with N(t) = 1. We write
A., as A and assume that K is formally real. Thentl t J
t = t +  t. .i +  tr>j +  t̂ .k satisfies Nv't) = 1  and t = 1 if and O i e. J O
only if t = 1. Hence det(At - I )  = 0 «  t = 1.
Corollary 2.5 Let X *  fA,|t e Q, N(t) = i}. For A.,A in X,    t a r
detCA^ *A - I) = 0 «■ s = r.
Proof: We note that X is a group under A A  = A , and that° r s r sr
A  = A _-i . Hence, det(A _1A - 1) = det(A - 1). Thes s s r s v
result follows from Corollary 2,4.
For A g £ X, form Vg = I A j  By Theorem 1.5, Corollary 2.5S- D a
arid the remarks of the first paragraph of Section 2.2, we have:
Corollary 2.6 £vt = [a ^  | A { f x] possesses the property:
v t fl Vg t {0} «  t = s.
We need to show now that S  = U _ V,. . Let Oi ^ 0,N(t)=l
17
I
0! = (xq ,x^, * * * ,x^) be any isotropic vector, a  € Vt °  key € Vfc
2 2 2 2 for k ^ 0. Hence we suppose 1 = xq +  -f* x^ + X3 =
2 2 2 2 x, + x_ +  x, + x_ , We seek t = t +  fc, i + t„j +  t„k, of 4 0 0 / o 1 2 3
norm 1, such that a  € V fc. Recalling that the matrix A t is the
same as the matrix R in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we see that 
Od € ** th^ following system of equations can be solved in
Co*t:l,t:2*t3* Witli C  +  tl2 + + fc32 = 1 "
r X0 0 ' A “ V 2 t3X3 X4
lXo + V x - t3X2 + t2X3 = X5
2Xo + e3xl + *=0*2 - tlX3 “ X6
3Ko - t2Xl + tlX2 + *0*3 = X7
This system is equivalent to the matrix equation
—  —
X0 -X1 -x„ t0 x4
X1 X0 X3 -X2 fcl
-
x„0
X2 ’x3 X0 X1 x6
X3 X2 ~X1 X0 C3 X7
which one solves to be
18
Co Xo X 1 x2 X3 x4
cl “*1 Xo "X3 x_D
fc2 -x2 . *3 X0 "*1 X 6
t3 “X3 *x4 X1 Xo X-,- — — — _ —
2 ^ 2 2 2 2 2 2  Recalling that x + x, ~ + x,. +  x,, = x. +  x r +  x, + x_ = 1,O I £ 3 ’ H 3 D /
2 2 2 2 one can demonstrate that t +  t., +  t„ +  t- = 1 .  Therefore,o L i. 3
4 2 4 2there exists a partitioning for f = £  x^ - S  .
1=1 1=1
8 2 8 2Section 2.3 f = S  x. ' S x Bi. , K formally real." ■■■"■■"” . 1 -T 0+1  t_r_LL *“1=1 1=1
When the writer showed Professor Pall his proof for the
4 42 2existence of a partitioning for f = S  x. - L  x, . over K,
4 ______________________♦ t1=1 1=1
formally real., Professor Pall extracted the. essence of the proof
and provided a nrjch simpler formulation for the collection {V^}.
In fact, he conveyed to the writer later the belief that he had
stumbled on the partitioning a few year3 earlier, while working
with his student, Carter Waid.
Pall viewed a  e V fc,- CL -  (x^ * • * ,x^> as an ordered pair
of quarternions (x,tx), where x = x q +  x^i + x^j +  The
reader will see that tx = x. +  x_i +  x cj +  x_.k by applying this4 5 6 7 p - ,








last four coordinates. But A t is the matrix of the transforma­
tion T(x) = tx. Hence, tx = x^ +  x^i +  x^j +  x^k. Let
V = [(x,tx)|x € Q>N(t) = l}. V fc Is clearly a four-dimensional
isotropic space. When can V. and V have overlap? (x,tx) = (x,sx)c s
only when tx = sx, for some x g Q. If x M  then t = s . Hence,
che collection {Vfc3 ^as pairwise disjoint property. Let
(x,y) be an nonzero isotropic vector. Since N(x) = N(y),
-1K(yx ) = 1. If follows chat (x,y) e V. -l. Pall sawyx
immediately that replacing Q, the quaternions over K-with C,
the Cayley algebra over K, would yield:
8 2 8 2Theorem 2.7 (Pall) If f = S  x. - £  x „ .  . 1  . , 0+11=1 1=1
and is taken over K,
a formally real field, then, there exists a partitioning for f 
over K.
Proof: The proof is the same as just outlined. = C(x,tx)|
x e C, N(t) = l}} provides the partitioning. Only one observation 
need be made. The Cayley algebra over K  is not associative. But 
the triple of Cayley numbers £t,y,y** } associate in any order.
When one takes an isotropic vector, i.e., (x»y) C C x C, it still
follows that (x,y) e V -l» that is, (x,y) = (x, (yx"-L)x).
^  n 2 n 2The existence of a partitioning for f = S x ,  - Sx.^,.,
i=l 7 i=l T -1"
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n = 4, 8, K formally real, implies the existence of other
partitionings. We prove, more generally, for any n:
n 2 ^ 2
Theorem 2.8 Let K be formally real and f = Sx. - Sx^,,. If
------------  i=i 1 i-i n+1
there exists a partitioning for f over K, then there exists a
j 2 n 2partitioning for f. * Sx, - S x .  , over K, 1 £ j < n,
J 1=1 1 i=l
j 2 j 2 n+j 2 
Proof: We first rewrite f. as Sx .  - S x , .  - £ x, . The
J i=l 1 1=1 J+1 i-2j+l i
last form subtracted represents 0 only trivially. Hence, all
2n
maximal isotropic spaces are j-dimensional. If Ot € K  is an
isotropic vector (relative to f) which has zero in each of the
—  n+ifirst n-j coordinates, then the vector 0£ € K formed from the 
last n+j coordinates is isotropic relative to f^. And, conversely, 
an isotropic vector a  relative to f . can be made isotropic
(o\ n-..J
relative tc f as \aj , with 0 € K n J. With the proper embedding
Kn^  -* K^n , it is clear that a j-dimensional isotropic space in
Kn+  ̂ can be identified with a j-dimensional isotropic space
(relative to f) in K^n . And conversely, every j-dimensional
2xiisotropic space in K containing only vectors with 0 in the 
first n-j coordinates corresponds to a j-dimensional isotropic 
space in Kn+**. Let - 0  be a partitioning for
f over K. By V we mean the j-dimensional subspace of Vrngenerated by the last j columns of V g = [_DaJ • Under the 
identification already discussed i V ^ l A, 1 s j < n  is a1 3 SCa
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F Ipartitioning for f . over K. Remark Since a basis for Vg ~
can be chosen to have the form
C
I8 , it follows that this theorem
holds for h, a S  x. - S x  . , 1 s j ^n .
J i - i 1 i=i n+i
n 2 n 2for f = Sx. - Sy. ,K formally real, n = 4,8, it follows
Corollary 2.9 Because of the partitioning shown to exists
n „ n 
=  x ^  y * 
i=i i=i
j 2 n 2from Theorem 2.8 that partitionings exist for f = S x . 1- - S y .  ,
i=l 1 1=1 1
with (j,n) taken from {(3,4), (2,4), (1,4), (4,3), (4,2), (4,1), 
(7,8), (6 ,8),••■, (2,8), (1,8), (8,7), (8 ,6), (8,2), (8,1)}.
Although Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 were first proved by 
the writer using spaces in canonical form, we note with interest
that the results are easily obtained using the techniques of
Pall (Section 2.3, Theorem 2.7). We illustrate this for the
3 2 4 2ordered pair (3,4), that is, for f = S x .  - S y .  . Let t be
i=l 1 1=1 L
a quaternion and let (t)^ denote the k-coordinate of t. When
we write (t)^ = 0, we think of t as t = t +  t^i + t^j. We
associate with t satisfying (t)^ = 0 the triple of numbers
(t jt.jt^), not the four-triple (t ,t..,to ,0). With this O 1 Z o i z
identification, [v }, = {(x,tx)|x, t € Q, N(t) = 1, (x)^ = 0},
constitutes a partitioning for f over K. In fact, we can get 
a few more results not gotten by Corollary 2.9. For K  = GF(p) 
with p =  3 mod 4, x = x^ + x^i has N(x) = 0 « x = 0.
22
J 2 ^ 2Hence for f = B x. - L y ,  , using (j„n) from {(2,4.), (4,2)}, a 
i=l 1 i=l 1
partitioning exists for f over K. For (2,4), we remark only that 
vectors of the kind (C,gO , with a  e K^, have been previously partitioned.
We close with a remark. Suppofee D is an integral domain 
and K the quotient field of D. Let f be a nonsingular n-ary 
quadratic form with coefficients in D for which a partitioning 
exists for f over K. By we mean the set S  fl Dn . For
each vector space V of Kn , consider the D-moduIe M = V H D*1.3 3 3
Hence, if [V,} . is a partitioning for f over K, thend
CM } is a collection of D - modules satisfying i) E_ = U M , a a£A J  u  a  a
and ii) M a 0 = {(>] for a ^ b.
^ 2  ^ *j __
Section 2.4 Plusminus Partitionings, f = S  x. - B • > K = GF(p )
i=l 1 1=1 n+1
The notion of plusminus partitioning is discussed in £s?l* In
8 2that article, Pall used a plusminus partitioning for f = Bx. over
i=l :L
GF(p), p an odd prime, to construct a new proof of Jacobi's 
formula rg(s) f°r the number of representations of an integer 
s as the sum of eight integer squares. He wondered how general 
the property was.
The technique used to construct a plusminus partitioning 
reminds one of the "inclusion"exclusion" arguments used in 
combinatorics and elsewhere. For our purposes we begin with a 
collection {w } ,A £ Cl such that B = U W . The nonzero vectors3 3CA 3 3
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of £  present in more than one Wg and their frequencies are listed.
We suppose that the excess vectors, listed as often as their
frequencies (less one), can be reformed (needed zero vectors added)
into a collection T with {K.} C  £), and X. the number of1 ici L 1 —  7 i
times is formed from the excess vectors. Hence, the adjunction
of the W 's and the removal of the K.'s (X. times) leaves S. a i N r
We describe this by saying that £  is piusminus partitioned by means
of the subsets [w } and {k .} of Cl.____ 8   X ______
A set theoretic supplement to the above definition (suggested 
by L.I. Wade) may be helpful.
Form X = {(a,a)|a ^ 0, 0i € W 3 and £  c  T such that the3 ™
correspondence (a,-) > a  between and £ \  {o] is one to one.
i
The existence of a piusminus partitioning for f over K is equi­
valent to the existence of a set of subsets of T suchJ J€J
that i) (0i,a), (Oiab) € K.* =* a = b; ii) {a| (Q£,-) € K^*} U {0} =
K. e ft; and, iii) T\ U K.* = £*. The set is formed from
J  j € J  3  3-
{K^*} in the obvious way.
^ rt ^ 0 m
Theorem 2.10 Let f = £  x, - £ x  . . over K = GF (p ), with ------------------  . i . , n+i
m  1 1n s 1, k = p . Then there exists a piusminus partitioning for
f over K.
Proof: Piusminus partitionings, like partitionings, are invariant
under nonsingular transformation. The substitution
24
x. = y i + yn+ii 2
X £ i £ n
x  . . n+i
yi " yn+i
n 2ntransforms f into g = S y . y  .. Y f K , as an isotropic vector
i=l 1 n+i
(a\
relative to g, is a pair 1 jSJ , a ,/3 € Kn such that OijS = 0 using 
the Euclidean inner product. For CL £ 0, a  € Kn , = {jS C Kn |a0 = 0} 
is an (n-1) dimensional subspace of Kn . Clearly, = Cga for s ^ 0, 
s € K. Hence for &a any line in Kn , by we mean Ĉ , for Oi £ 0,
Decompose K*1 into lines {A 3_,a ant* consider {w }a, A = t-G x C }8 a€A 8 fit A  8 9
Each W has kn elements. Write CL e W as a column vector, a a
(a i\ 2If ffi = (Ojjj , clearly a  = = ®* Hence> each Wg is an
n-dimensional (maximal) isotropic space. Therefore,
K U c- n -fl Any distinct spaces Wg and W^ can only have overlap
of the kind \($j with 0,0 e Kn . Since any (n-1)-dimensional
in“l i.n . . k -1subspace of K contains ^ —̂  distinct lines (e.g., C^) , is
i n-lIfcontained in exactly — ^ ■ distinct W^'s. Note, for 0 € K ,
Co} x k " is a maximal isotropic space. Hence, by adjoining the
n kn_1 1(w 3 and removing {0} x K (— —  - 1) times, L  remains. We 8 K" JL
k-1note that for n = 2, — - -1 - 0. This observation led the writerk-1
to Proof 2, Section 2,1.
CHAPTER III
NONEXISTENCE OF PARTITIONINGS
In this chapter we prove that no partitioning exists for
a 2 n 2f = L x .  - S x , . ,  when n is. odd and greater than 1, and K
1=1 1 i=l n+L ' * —
is formally real or finite. In fact, we show that any subset
Cw J - * a  of Q containing 3 spaces in canonical form cannot haved dC A
the pairwise disjoint property.
Lemma 3.1 Let h be a nonsingular form in n variables over K,
and W any automorph of h. Then for a,/? C Rn , 0tf3 = (WCK) (W/?).
That is, automorphs preserve inner products.
2Proof: Since a  = Oi'Aa, A the matrix of h, one readily sees
a n O O
that c£ = (MB) . Hence, (a + jS) = [w(a + £)] = [wa + W/3] .
2 2
Because Qi = (WOt)4", and the properties of inner product, it 
follows that 0̂ 3 = (WQd) (Wp ).
n 2 n 2 2rFor f = E x .  - S  x , ., an isotropic vector 71 € K is . 1 1 . , n+i1=1 j=1
/ a  \ n 2 •>
a pair I B  J , with Oi,J3 € K , and a  ' = j3“ relative to the Euclidean
(a2\inner product. Also, if T) = y 3 P - yi^J > then T}p = 0 «
= P ^ 2 , where rjp is the inner product relative to f, Oî Cî  and
use the Euclidean inner product. With these observations,
the following is easy to prove.
n faiLemma 3.2 Suppose ^1^1=1 l^i
25
n
is a basis for a maximal
1=1
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isotropic space of f over K, and W is any automorph of
11 ^ n /a i V ng = S x .1 . Then [or.}., = constitutes a basis for1=1 1 I i-i \ i iml
a maximal isotropic space.
2 2 2Proof: Since ^  = WjŜ. , <T̂  is an isotrGpic vector for
1 £ i £ n. Recalling Lemma 1.2, we see that C.Cr. = Ot.Gi. - (Wj3.)(W/?.)1* J 1 J 1 J
= CtM, - f$JS. = VjVj = °* Finally the set is independent,
assuming that i-S independent, since Sc^(WjS^) » 0 ^
£c.fl.= 0 . Hence Sc.(j, = 0 =* Sc, 71. = 0 , which implies thatr'r i i i (x
c± = 0 (1 £ i £ n).
Notation Following the notation of Lemma 3,2, we agree that 
if V denotes the space spanned by then WV will denote
the space spanned by Co n }*
Lemma 3.3 Suppose [v }ae.̂  is a partitioning for f over K,
n 2
Then {WV ] .a where W is an automorph of S  x. , is also a
' 3 A  X“1 ^
partitioning for f over K.
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, WV_ is a maximal isotropic space for™ 1 3
each a € A. Suppose fjt e WVg H WVb « Basis vectors for WVg and
/ v TX + * v T1
WV, are shown as a. and a, respectively;, with
"* I " -i —I
y ant* = i W^ i ^  j ' Following the
notation of Lemma 3.2, TJ.^3  ̂̂  and : will generate Vg and V^,
/ “ i (a)\ l a i(b>’
with 77̂ =  U ^ l  , and = I J * There exists
£ci3J=1 and {bi}”atl such that fj, = E ^ c r . ^  =
E c . W ^ a) = Eb. W)3.(b) => £ c , £ . (a) = 2b.'j3,(b\  since W isi *1 i l i i  i *1
nonsingular, Hence, S c . f f / 3  ̂ = Eb. c r . ^  =>i i  i l
Ec..,)7i <‘a  ̂ = S b i7Ji vb\  Thus, = 1°} = becsuse
V and V, are disjoint. Therefore, {WV } , is a collection a b ’  ̂ aJaeA
of maximal isotropic spaces with the pairwise disjoint property.
fa i\Now suppose a  = I /?, I is an isotropic vector. By Lemma 3.1,
N ' U
yW is also isotropic; hence there exists a e A such that
N  • v It follows that 0£ € WV .a
Theorem 3.4 Suppose {w ) . is a partitioning for f over K.^  ~ d dCA
Suppose further that for some b c A, has canonical form.
B in canonical
l l  uucii 4.110 1. iujl auuic w v flj n, i«c
F 1 "1(i.e., W^ = LDb_P Theu any space V =
form there exists a partitioning having V among its members. 
Proof: If W^ = [jlJ € ^a^acA 3 Part^t:'-OI1̂ n8 j then
.-D O  *is a member of {BD^ ^a^acA* ^atter a
partitioning by Lemma 3.3. (Clearly, BD^ ̂ is an automorph of
? 2 E  x. .
• 1 1 1=1
The next two lemmas are devoted to showing that if f is taken 
over K = GF(pm ), then any partitioning for f over K must contain
at least three spaces in canonical form.
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n n .
Lemma 3.5 Let f = S  Xj - S  x ., be taken over K = GF(p ),
i=l 1 i=i n+x
q - pm . Then there are exactly (qrt - 1) (q11 1 + 1) non-zero
isotropic vectors. Any partitioning miist contain q11 ^ + 1 
maximal isotropic spaces.
Proof: This computation is done by Artin [l], p. 146. For this
particular f, however, the following proof is much simpler. We
n
use the fact that f ~  h, h = S  x.x: . (Established in Theorem 2.10). ■ x* n+x x=l
f and g have the same number of isotropic vectors. Note also 
in Theorem 2.10 that an isotropic vector relative to h is a
fa\ n
pair 1/3 I of vectors from K such that Of/3 = 0 using the 
Euclidean inner product. There are exactly q11 ^ ordered 
pairs (a,-) with inner product zero, for any given a  ^ 0 , 
and q11 - 1 pairs (0,/3) with /i ^ 0. Hence, there are
< -i i
exactly (q11 - 1) (q°~ ) +  (qn - 1) = (qn - 1) (q11* +  1)
nonzero isotropic vectors. Each maximal isotropic space
n i ^ I1_l . icontaxns q - 1 nonzero vectors. Kence, q + 1  spaces are
present in any partitioning.
Lemma 3.6 We keep f and K as described in Lemma 3.5. Any
( n”^ - 2 11 +  i)partitioning for f over K. must contain A =  q - 1---------
spaces in canonical form.
n 2Proof: We first note that for g = S x ,  ; n odd, n £; 3;
i='l 1
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TH XI XK = GF(p ), that g has exactly q - 1 nonzero isotropic 
vectors (q = pm ) . (Artin [l], p. 146.) Hence, Kn has
n-1 _ ^
  j—  distinct isotropic lines. Suppose V - is an
n-dimensional isotropic space for f over K, with A  and B . n x n
matrices arising from an arbitrarily chosen and arranged basis.
If V can not be put in canonical form, then A  is singular,
and there exists in V a vector of the type ^Oi) , with 0! ^ 0,
01 € Kn . (Consult the proof of Theorem 1.6). Thus the number
of spaces in a collection of pairwise disjoint maximal isotropic
spaces, none of \diich can be put in canonical form, can not exceed
the number of distinct isotropic lines. Thus, at least
t n-1 , , n-1 n -2 ,
Z = Cq""1 +  1) - ( qq _ ~ ) = ^   ~"̂ 1 sPaces
must have canonical form in any partitioning. Since the 
characteristic of K is not 2, certainly j! a 3.
Theorem 3.7 With n odd, n > 1; K formally real or finite,
n 2 n 2we claim: No partitioning exists for f = S x ,  - S  xn+i
i=l i=l
over K.
Proof: From Lemma 3.6 we know that any partitioning for f over K
must contain at least three spaces in canonical form. By
f l l
Theorem 3.4, we may suppose V- = l-T I is one of the spaces.
P  T  P I= |_W2j and V3 = [W3J be two other distinct isotropic 
spaces contained in any partitioning under consideration. As 
noted before, the substitution
Let V2
transforms f into g - S  y ^  . If CWg}aeA is a partitioning for 
f over Kj then {t  is a partitioning, for g over K.
.-1
y. = x. + x1 i i n+i
(1 £ i £ n)
transforms a e K ,
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Since fl = {O] (i = 2,3), Theorem 1.5 shows I +  Wg 
and I +  must be nonsingular. Hence T and T which
are maximal isotropic spaces relative to g ® D  xixn+i’ are
disjoint spaces which can be put in canonical form. (The 
reader is referred to Corollary 1.7 and to the first observation-1 rn  -i f11concluding Chapter I). Hence T an<* T V3 = L ^ J  *2 L 2J v3 L_ 3
We examine in detail A„ (and A»). Let Ag = [a,.], We isolate
fl
O', and 0i.( the i-th and j-th columns of A,















a .. a . ,
a a
* a
a . nr a . nj
OL̂ OL. = 0 (relative to g). And 
for a  - (o£) , P - (J^).
Oi. ,B. € Kn , we know that l 'l
OJj3 (relative to g) =
%(0iî 2 + ■ Hence> 0 =
= %(a.. +  a ..). It followsrj J1
that a.. = -a., for i £ j, i £ n. i.l ji
Each column vector is isotropic,
therefore a . . = 0 for 1 £ i £ n, n
Hence, and A^ are skew 
symmetric matrices with zero on the main diagonal. A^ - A^ is 
likewise a skew symmetric matrix with zero on the main diagonal. 
Since n is odd, it follows that det(A^ - A^) = 0. By Theorem 1.5,
have nonzero overlap. We have
1.0 uuu
- m
and T"1 ^ ) -cy
reached a contradiction, for and were originally assumed
-xto belong to a partitioning of f over K. Since T is nonsingular 
should have [0} = fl V3 = T_1 (V2 H V3> = T_1 (V2) fl T_1 (V3>.
We close with the observation that the nonexistence of a 
partitioning for f = £  x_j - £  (K formally real or finite)
It is well known that all orthogonal matrices of order 3 (and
-1determinant 1) arise from the transformation T(x) = txt , 
where x is restricted to the set of pure quaternions, and t is
gonal matrix of determinant 1. If are any two
that B A  cannot have 1 as an eigenvalue. Hence if 
det A  = det B = +  1, the associated maximal isotropic spaces 
have nonzero overlap. Therefore, no subset of fl containing 
three spaces ih canonical form can have the pairwise disjoint 
proper try.
can be demonstrated without transforming f into g = S  x.x
i=l
arbitrary. With t = tQ .+ t^i +  tgj +  t3k, and t = t^i +  t2j +  t„k
«•we have that T(t )= t . Thus, 1 is an eigenvalue of each ortho-
disjoint maximal isotropic spaces in canonical form it follows
-1
CHAPTER IV
PARTITIONINGS OVER FIELDS OF CHARACTERISTIC 2
Section 4.1 Restoration of Basic Tools
We begin the study of the partitioning property for forms
over fields of characteristic 2 without three potent tools
developed in the first chapter. Hasse's Theorem (Theorem 1.1),
and Artin'B result on the uniformity of dimension for elements of
Cl were originally proved only for fields of characteristic not
2. We shall extend these results to fields of characteristic 2.
The third tool involved the definition of inner product
(p. 3). Division by 2 is not allowed in fields of characteristic
2. We remove this obstacle by removing the denominator and
.define = f(Q£ + j3) - f(0i) - f (J3). We must note, however,
2that a  = 0 will always be true if the field has characteristic
22. We therefore lose the equivalence f(a) = 0 « O £  = 0. Of
great importance to our study is the retention of Lemma 1.2 
(p. 4): If is a linearly independent collection of
Isotropic vectors, then the collection generates a k-dimensional 
isotropic space ® ^or 1 ^ j k.
Before we can adapt Hasse's theorem to fields of 
characteristic 2, several definitions and comments must be 
made. The reader is advised to check again the statement of 
HasBe's theorem (p. 3). We first note that the form
33
. 34
k 2 k 2g = IS x. - S  + tp(xo'K+j_» * ‘ * ’xn ) can replaced without
1=1 i=l
less of effectiveness by f = x^-t- • • • +  x2k-l X2k +
cp(x,.. 1# x„ ) (for characteristic not 2). Indeed, onezictI
can find a transformation of the variables which replaces
k (■) k ^
L  x * -• L  ̂  by >:.xrt +  + x.-. x„,. This change isi i 1. .4 iCtZ J- fciK=1 1=1
necessitated by the singularity of sums of squares over fields 
c f characteristic 2, (We define nonsingular now). Following 
Gordon Pall's suggestion, we define an n-ary form f to be 
nor-.singular if f cannot be transformed by nonsingular trans­
formations into a form in fewer than n variables. Although 
we are primarily interested in the case of characteristic 2 , it 
is obvious that this definition is equivalent to the usual 
definition for forms over fields of characteristic not 2. The 
final preliminary step preceding Hasse's theorem is to find a 
way to do without the matrix of the. form (in characteristic 2 ,
forms do not have associated matrices). Specifically, how do
(k k)we find an analogue to the matrix equation T'AT = 0  which
describes the representation of by f? Let T = T',Rsk^
have fa., ,a.,l9 • • • ,a„ 1 as its i-fch row. By the form fT we mean L rl 1.2 ikJ ------------
the k-ary quadratic form g = g(x,, * • *30 ) which results from theX tC
k
substitution T = {7 . = S  a..x. (1 S i ^ n) on the form
1 j=i U  J
kf = f (y-, s7.,* * * ,y ). The form g, as the function g:K -* K,1 ^ T1
is precisely the composition function fo*T:K **> K,
symbol will denote the uero form of order k (th a t  L s , t h e
k-ary quadratic form with each coefficient 0). We now define: 
f represents © k  «  3 X of rank k such that fT = © k  or>




We rxw state and prove Hasse's theorem, without regard 
to the characteristic of K .
Theorem 4.1 Let h be a nonsingular n-ary quadratic form over 
a field K.
Then
where k £ 0 , n s 2k. and cp represents 0 only trivially
Proof cf 1) (Pall, following his teacher, L. E. Dickson)
Let h he a nor:singular n-ary quadratic form. We suppose
with f (d) = 0. Let he any none.inguiar n x n matrix having
nonsingular. Let be any nonsingular n x n matrix having 
1 , 0  0 . . . 0
2) f represents (thus, h represents
3)
h represents C non trivia11 non;;erc
0 al2 a13 . aIn as its first two revs
36 
-1Examining the term x^( ) of h^, we see that h^T^
7 ly2 + '(’2Cy2-y3-"->yn) " h2 = y2(yl + b22y2 + —  + b2r7n>
+ cp3(y337^9 *** i7n) • Study carefully the last form of hg* and
the substitution
Then b^* and hence h, is equivalent to
h 3 - V : + ',3 (V " ' * n )
the proof proceeds by induction (if cp̂  represents 0 nontriviL^liy).
L. E. Dickson's work [ 2 ^  shows that when
f = xLx2 +  ... 4- ^2k “lX2k +  Cp<‘X2k+l,**‘,Xn ^  with 0 rePresented 
only trivially by cp, and K = GF(2n ), that cp must have the
following form:
n even 1) The nonexistence of cp is understood if n * 2k
2 2 2) n-2k = 2 , cp = Xx , + x ,x 4- Xx , where X € K makes 9 T n-1 n-1 n n
cp irreducible over K 
n odd 1) n-2k - 1 , cp =
kProof of 2 With a  = (a,,a„,**-,aT ) e K  written as a column” 1 ^ K
vector, one readily sees that the matrix T constructed below 
satisfies foT(Q£) = 0. Hence fT = and f represents
(For characteristic not 2 and A  the matrix of f,
T'AT = 0 ^ * ^ ) .  It is obvious that T has rank k, and if h ^  f,
37




























, where A  = 0_ n (n-2k,k)
Proof of 3) From previous discussions, we have essentially 
proved:
Lemma 4.2 Suppose f is an n-ary quadratic form over K,
X = of rank k has {a.}* , as its columns, a. e Kn .1 i=l 1
For c KK , f(2k10ii) = foT
X,
It follows that
*■> kif {ck. j ^ i s  an independent collection of .isotropic, venters,
then {a. generates a k-dimensional isotropic space 
fT - © k -
We prove 3) by induction on k (technically, a double 
induction is in order . However, the reader can easily adapt 
this proof to give a rigorous argument.) 
k=l We use the equivalence of Lemma 4.2 and show that 
f = XjX2 +  cp(Xg,*-•,xn) (2 ^ n) cannot support two-dimensional
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isotropic spaces. Let 0£ = (a^a^, • • • ,a^) and jS = (b^,b^, • • • ,bn) 
be independent isotropic vectors. We examine
A =
al a2
b1 b„ 1 £. If A has rank 1, there exists x,y C K such 
that xfli +  y|8 = (OjOjCg, ■ • • ,c^) . Since cp cannot represent 0 
nontrivially and Oi and jS are independent, we are forced to 
conclude that xa +  y|S is not isotropic. If A has “rank 2 and 
the space V generated by 0£ and j3 is isotropic, then there are 
in V vectors or = (1,0,s3,•••,sn) and r = (0,1,t^,'*',t^). The 
nature of f and cp forces = t = 0 (3 £ i £ n). Then
CT +  T € V = (1,1,0,0, ,0) is isotropic. But f (cr +  t ) = 1.
We suppose that ffe = x ^  +  ... +  x ^ ^ x ^  +  'PfcC^k+l’ * * ‘ jXn^ 
cannot represent fc*r J& > k, n ^  2k, cp̂  as described before.
Wa lco1c at fk+l = xix2 +  • •' +  x2k -lx2k +  x2k+lx2k+2 + 
tPk+ iCx2k+3’ * * * lX:P * SuPPOEe fk+1 represents (T)^ . Then
f ^ i  represents 0 : , for 1 ^ j S Z; hence, the induction is 
completed satisfactorily if we can show that & £ k +  2 .
Therefore, let T = satisf}’ f. T = ( f \  withH n  v~'/k+23
T = [jbJ , where. A *= ^i^k+2sk+^) c&mpr^sea first 2k+2 
rows of T. The columns of T generate a k+2-dimensional
isotropic space V. For 2k+2 <  n and rank A <  k+2, there
1°) 2k+2exists in V a vsctcr \Ct} with 0 e K and <£^+1^ = 0
for Oi £ 0. Thus, the nature of 9^+1 implies that the rank of
f̂c-f-2 k+2lA = k+2. Let C = C ' 3 be a nonsingular matrix formed
with suitably chosen rows of A. Then R = TC ^ still represents
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C^)k+2 '̂3^nce [f°(TC ^)] (a) = 0 for all a  € and with'k+2
"D
E _ 1_, D = AC s the identity matrix of order k+2 (1^ ,,) appearsR =
as a sub-matrix of D. Let r̂ , denote the d-th row of D. By a 
block in D we mean a 2 x (k+2) matrix formed from a pair of 
consecutive rows of D of the kind r,t. , ,r„ . (1 S j S k+1).iij-i i. j
It is not difficult to see that interchanging the rows of a 
block or permuting the blocks of D does not alter the 
representation cf Suppose D possesses a block of the
kind
f—
0 0 . . . 0  1 0 . . . 0
_asi as2 * * * ' asj * * * * as,k+2
where the fop row' is the j-row of * an^ bottom row is 
not one of the rows of 1^*,. When this block and the j-th 
column are removed from R, the columns of the remaining matrix 
generate a (k+1)-dimensional isotropic space for a form (with 
variables renamed) fy = x ^  +* - • + +  tPk <x2fc+l5 "  ’ :,Xn-2)
"By Lemma 4.2S we have represents CjDk+1’ contradicting the 
induction hypothesis. We can suppose then that D does not 
possess a bl^ck of the type just shown. (Note then, k+2 must 
be even). By permuting the blacks of D s we may suppose that D 
has the form
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f* Jc '> ’]We remark that S f  0 ' for otherwise (see k = 1), the vector
(1 ,G) is isotropic. When the top block is removed from
D, the submatrix remaining has rank £ k+1 (since S # 0). The
columns remaining when this block is removed from R generate 
(at least) a (k+1.)-dimensional isotropic apace. By choosing a 
basis, cr.e can find R and f̂ . such that f^R = (jp^+l* Q-^-D. For our
purpose, we emphasize that k is the maximum dimension for an 
isotropic space over
We now restore Artin's result on the uniformity of
dimers Il-c for members cf 0 . In. fact:, our proof applies to all
fields.
Theorem 4.3 Let f = +  ... +  x2k>lX2k +  cp̂ *2k+l» * * * »xn^
where 2k. ^ r;.., and 9  represents 0 crJy trivially. If V is 
an isotropic space of dimension less than k, there exists Y 
isotropic of dimension k such that V C  Y.
'0
Proof: We need several observations first. Suppose g = +  g,.
is a form in m variables and the disjoint sum of and gl>3 
forms in £ and m-Ji variables respectively. (i.e., g(x.̂ ,, ■ • • 3_x ) =
gl(x19*'-»*Jj) + 82 x̂jj+i » " ‘»xnî -  If a = (“i*0̂ ) and
* JL m- 0
fi = (JSL ,&..) , with € K 5 0*2 c K » tb-&n
<00) = <«!/?!>,, +  _ •B i. J- i. ^2
k
We transform f into h = £  +  cP^X2k+l,J * * * ,Xn^
i=l
permuting the first 2k variables. We define (without benefit cf 
m 2the form £  x.*") the inner product a /3 = (a. a,,9 • ■ • sa ) (b1 ,b_, • • *b )_. I, ™_ jn.ui-1-TB- [ <ti Z  HI1=1
IB.
= £  h;-r 0 9j3 e K‘ , X £ m. If a  f K ' is isotropic, we
'L—1 k n-2kview Oi as (0£, ,0d. ,0!..) , with a, s0d.} e K , and a., € K (for1 J 1 Z J
n £ 2k). Then 0 = h(0i) = Gl̂ OL.̂ + 9 (o^) • Viewing fc as 
k£  XjTtk 4-cp5 we calculate (0*0)^ for 0i,j8 € K l. Xf 
i=l
a  = (0tv a2J0L.J, 0 = (0L,02,03), then. (o 3̂)h = “ 102’+  0 ^  +  ( o ^ )  .
Wt need one mere remark, which follows from elementary theory
of solving systems of equations (and the definition of Euclidean
v
inner product). Let W be an X-dimensional sufcspaue of K \
1 £ H ^ fc. Then 3 W-*- C  Kk of dimension k-nd such that W and W*"
are orthogonal,, i.e., O^S = 0 V(Gi,0) e WxW-** (Ctf3 is the Euclidean
inner product). We are new ready to prove Theorem 4.3, with f replaced
with h = 23k.x, , +  cp. We show that if V is an isotropicr k+ i x
space of dimension s, 1 ^ s <  k, then there exists an isotropic space
Y of dimension k (maximal) such that V C  Y. Let {a =—  i 1-1
[(a. ,/i. jY.)3^=1 generate V. If a, = 0  Vi, y. = 0 Vi- Thus theX X. X X™ 4- X* X
set [(I},#. 90)}f_^ is linearly independent as a set in Kn «
is linearly independent as a set in K^. Adjoin
to [CT1]l=L its set t(0,j3iS0jJ=s+1, where U
Itconstitutes a basis for K  . We have then, a k -dimensiona1
it iisotropic space containing V. Let W C  K be generated
by £gl } and have dimension A, with 1 ^ ^ s. We suppose
, generates W. If n - s - A . there exists in Vi i=l
{(0 ,6^,0) a  linearly independent set, with
{6.}? , C  W X. Let £6.3? ■, U {6.3^ be a basis fori i=l -- x i=.l i L=n+1
WX. Using previous remarks, it is not difficult to check
that U {(0,6i , 0 ) ] g e n e r a t e s  a k-dimensional isotropic
space containing V.
Section 4.2 Particionings and Plusniinus Partitionings over
Fields of Char act:eristic 2.
We first comment that Chapter 2. has already provided us
with some difinite results. We modify Theorem 2.1 by beginning
with the form f = x^x^ + x^x^ (or, x^x^, +  x^x^). Then both
proofs are valid for fields of characteristic 2.
One sees immediately upon reading Section 2.3 chat a
k
piusminus partitioning exists for f = ^  over GF(2 ).
i=l
Hence, one exists also for f = x.^x^ +  ... 4%,.̂. ^x2k for k any 
positive integer.
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The definition of a partitioning does not require that a 
form be nonsingular. Of special interest therefore, is the 
following:
n 2
Theorem 4.4 Let f = S x, be taken over a field K of characteristic
i=l
2. Then a partitioning exists for f over K. (n >  1)
Proof: Suppose 0i,j8 C Kn are isotropic vectors, Oi = (a^, * * * ,8^) ,
0 = (bpIt,, • •* ,bn ) . Then ECapfb.)2 = E a ^  +  E t ^ 2 . It
follows, therefore, that S is a subspace of Kn . Hence, [2] = Cl,
and a partitioning exists. We remark that E  is (n-1) dimensional.
n „
To sf-.e this, one notes that f = 2  x /  can be transformed by
i=l 1
nonsingular transformation into + Ox^ +  Ox.  ̂ +  • * ■ +  Qx^ .
Therefore {(0,0!) | fli C R L \  0 f k] "is" E.
We finish Chapter 4 with the exhibition of a partitioning for 
2f = +  xox4 ever GF(2). This partitioning is of
interest since it is the only evidence we have that nonsingular
forms in five variables can possess partitionings. We. remark
that a partitioning involves five 2-dimensional spaces. To see
this, refer back to Lemma 3.5. There are exactly
(2“'-I)(2+l) = 9 nonzero vectors of the kind (0,a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ ) ,
and hence exactly 6 vectors (a^,a.^,a^,a^) satisfying
a, a., +  a,a, = 1. Therefore, S  has 15 nonzero vectors. Thus 1 3  2 4
5
E - U V ., where
i=i x X— r.
V,I<1,1,1,1,0) <1,1,1,0 ,1) (0,0,0,1,1) 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
V2 -
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(0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0)
[(0 ,0, 0, 1, 0)' 
| (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) 
(0 , 0, 1 , 1, 0) 
(0,0,0,0,0)
CHAPTER V 
PROGRESS ON AN UNSOLVED PROBLEM
Let h be a nonsingular form in five variables over a formally 
reai field K. By Haase's theorem (Theorem 1.1) and Theorem 1.4, we 
know that h can not support three-dimensional isotropic spaces.
We have no interest in those forms h whose maximal isotropic 
spaces are one-dimensional (a partitioning automatically exists). 
Thus, recalling Theorem 1.1 (with minor deviation in the form g) 
and Theorem 1.4, we focus our attention on forms which have two- 
dimensional (maximal) isotropic spaces. All such forms are 
equivalent to
f = x 2 - +  x_2 *4 x, *■ +  d x 2 (d 5s 0)1 ^ 3 4  o
5 5The linear transformation T:K -> K  defined by 
T{x^,ji;,!,X3,x/i-,x;.) = establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between the set ZJj of istropic vectors of fs
2 2 2 2 2 and "S ̂  of isotropic vectors of g = x, “ x2 +  X3 ~ ^x5 *
Therefore;, a partitioning exists for f over K if and only if
one exists for g over K. This observation allows us to
assume throughout this chdpter that d >  0 . We proceed at once
to obtain all maximal, isotropic spaces associated with f.
Suppose V is a two-dimensional isotropic space associated
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with f, with a basis given by the columns of
'
al bi If det a2 b2 = 0 a then there C1
a2 b2 1 
0) 0




b„ vector of the type
0
C-.0 j ♦ 5 _—
This is not possible, since K. is formally real and d > 0. By 


















, we see that each maximal isotropic 
space V has a unique "canonical 
form" of the type
2 2 , 2 .
X1 x3 5 =
2 , 2 , 2 .
<  y l +  >3 +  dy5 - 1
V  V l  +  x3y 3 +  dl% y5 = 0
Conversely;, to each matrix T = X3 y3 
X5 y5
satisfying these
three conditions, we can associate a unique two-dimensional 
isotropic space by "inserting" the identity matrix of order two 
into the second and- fourth rows. We define T tp be the matrix of V .
i
When we speak of "the space T," we shall mean the isotropic space 
generated by the columns of V, triiere V and T are formed from each
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other as just described. We examine carefully the matrix equation 
which compactly describes the conditions already shown to be
(3 2)necessary and sufficient for T = T ’ to be a space.
0 0 X1
' Xl X3 k J
Ji




0 1 0 X3 73




—  2. 2 2 —If f = X, ' +  dx and W is any automorph of f, then T is a
space if and only if WT is a space. In fact, we shall eventually?-
show that the set where is the set of automorphs
of determinant 1, is precisely the set Q of all maximal isotropic
spaces.
The space 1 0 
0 L 
0 0
plays a spacial role. It will he called the
identity space, and describes by the symbol j, . (In conversation,
we call X "toe"). As noted earlier, WJ_ is a space for any
automorph of f . Therefore, {W 1} , C  f), with [w } described3 dCA d
in the previous paragraph. To show that £1 C  {w } we firstd
note that Wi is the 3 x 2  matrix formed frWi the first two 
columns of W. Thus, the desired containment follows if we can 
show that each space occupies the first two columns of some 
automorph of f, and that such an automorph can be chosen to have 
determinant 1 .
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Lemma 5.1 ai bi
Suppose T = a3 b3 is a space. If â. £ 0, then
ac b„
5
of (*lh5 " a5b!> or (a3b5 ' a5b3) must be different from 0 .
Proof: If ar f l), ia„b„ 5 I o - a5b1) = 0 = (a, b - acb ), thenJ J ^ J
a, b_=  Lj>
D1 a..O
anil c,. =
a,-b_J "> Therefore, (a-^ +  a.^ + de^^b..
(since a ..b., +  a,,b,, +  dacb<. = 0). But a.. +  a,/" +  da,.*’ = 1.1 k ^ D *5 L J D
Hence, b. = 0 = b. = b,. This contradicts the facts that T is a 3 1 3
spa.no. and K is formally real.
Theorem 5 .2 Let T be as in Lemma 5.1. Then there exists a column 
vector a such that a' = [x^.x^jX^] and [T,a] is an automorph of 
f of determinant 1.




X i *•>-J *5
al b l X1
P3 b.3 X3
a5 b5 X,.o
which holds if and only if the following system of equations 
can be solved.
"(1) V l  +  a3x3 +  da5y-5 = 0
(2) b1x1 + bj*3 + db5x5 - 0
(3) x^- +  +  dx_^ = d
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with ^ »x3»<Jf5 in K * a5 = ^  = let *5 ** 1» ^  s 0 = Xg. 
Suppose, without: loss of generality, that 4 0 f a]_k|j " a^~L' 
(1) and (2) yield
x, = (a5b3 " a3b5>1 fe1b5 - a5b1) A3
(a3bl ** alb3)
X5 = d(aVb.. - a_b ) x3 ’ and <3) beCOmeS 1.0 5 1
d(a5b3 ~ V : i >2 +  d(alb5.~ aA )2 +  (a3bl " ai V 2
(a1b5 - a5bx)2
2  A 2
X3 = d
A solution exists in x^,x.l5x^ e K the numerator of the
i
coefficient of x.,-' in the last expression is a squarejin K.J «
2 2 2 The numerator simplifies to b„ +  a,̂  + d(a^b^ - *
Replacing d(a^b,. - a~b^)2 with (a-ĵ  +  da5 ^ ^ bl^ db5 ^  ~
(a^b^ + da_b,.)- 5 the numerator is shown to equal 1. By adjusting
the sign of x^, we see that and (-x.^,-x3 ,-x_) both
constitute solutions. If follows that a' = [x, jX^x^] can be
chosen so that [t ,ck] has determinant 1. Therefore,
{w J.) = i-n fact, [U t ] = 0  for any T e Cl. Our nexta aeA a !
task is to learn about {w } ..3 atA
We introduce the quaternion algebra over K  according to 
the multiplication table:
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i2 = -d ij = dk - -jl
j2 = -d jk = i = -kj (d > 0)
k2 - -1 ki = j = -lk
Qd has properties similar to = Q, the ordinary Hamilton
quaternions over K. We note especially that for
t = t + t..i + t, j + t.k, N(t) = tt = tt = t 2 +  d t 2 +  dt 2 +  t 2 o 1 2 j o l Z o
We define cn the vector suhspace of pure quaternions of Qd 
the linear transformation R defined as
R(x) = txt 1 (t f Qd* = Qd\{0}>
R is norm preserving, and the matrix Bt of R is an automorph
*' 2 2of the form g = dx^“ +  dx,, +  x^ . Because the adjoint of
the matrix of g is the matrix of f y one can prove easily that
  2 2 2B ' ~ where A,, is an automorph of f = x .4 +  x'-4’ +  dx_ . t tJ t r 1 2  3
Furthermore, all automorphs of f of determinant 1 arise in 
this way. Because of its extensive use throughout this 
chapter, we give A c explicitly.
—  2 2 2 Automorphs of f = x^ + + dx^ of Determinant 1
At N(t)
By previous work we know that for each space T, there exists 
t e Q * such that T = A.I. Before we can use our parametricG t
representation of Cl effectively, we must know how s and t are
related when A gI = A fcX. Writing K = K\{o} and I for the
identity matrix of order 3, we begin with 
Lemma 5.3 A = I °  t € K »  A tj. = 1
Proof: Using the explicit formulation of A t> and the fact that
K. is formally real, we see that
o *7 0  0t ‘■■tdt. -dt„ -t, o 1 2 3 2 < V 3 + dti V 2d(-tot2 + tlt3)
2f-t t + dt. t ) o i  1 2
'* 0  0  0  
* * 2  -‘3 2d(toti + t2t3)
2 <t t +  t,t ) o I. i- 3 2 f-totl +  t2t3^
„ 2 2 . 2 2 to -dtl -dt2 +t3
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aa ■The multiplicative group and the group (BtJ of automorphs 
2 2 2of g ~ dx_ +  dx̂ , + x- of determinant 1 are homomorphic under
1. 1 J
the correspondence t -» Bt> Since = Bt '> lfc follows that 
the correspondence t ■"* A t is an antihomomorphism;that is, 
ts -» AgA t. Additionally we note that (B̂ _) L - Bt„^ => (Afc) 1 = At_i. 
^emma 5.4 A^J. = A gI »  t = sk, with fc C K .
Proof: A^i = Agi » (Ag 'LA );)1 = I
“  'A E-:A t)jL = ±
»  A tB.!l - 1
«  (By Lemma 5.3) t = sk, with k f K
Therefore, with B = Q^*/K* and « A tJ. (t e b)
Theorem 5.5 t^b^fceB = ^ •
Now that has been sufficiently described, we pass to the
problem of characterising intersection properties in f).
Theorem 5.6 Suppose V, W e fi are in canonical forroP with matrices
T and S respectively. Then, V fl W ^ [0} « rank (T-S) <  2.
Proof: Let OL. and Od. be the columns of V and T, f&. and j8. the  : i i  , 'r *x
columns of W  and S. V fl W ^ {o} =t there exists x.,xnJ. /.
not both zero such that x^O!^ + X2®2 = *̂ 1^1 "** ^2^"' ^ an<̂  W
are in canonical form. Kence x1 = y, , x,. = yr , and1 1 Z 2.
- (3̂ ) + x o(0£2 - P2) = 0. Therefore, T-S has rank 
<  2. Then converse is clear.
When do A  J, and A j_ satisfy: rank (AJ, - A  i) <  2? EmployingL S C
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the notational device (t)k 85 the ki-coefficient of t, we assert: 
Theorem 5.7 The rank of (A i ■ A 1) <  2 (ts = 0.— — — — —  C S K
Proof: The rank of (A 1 - A  I) is not altered by multiplicationt s
with A ■*". Hence, we seek the rank of (A -li - J.). We can not s rs
avoid classifying in general those t's such that (Afci - i) has 
rank less than 2. Here we make explicit use of the fact that 
A tJL is the first two columns of A t> By checking the determinant 
rank of (Atl - Jl), we see that the three 2-by-2 matrices of 
Atl - A have determinants 4t^ N(t) , ^t^t^fH't), and 4’t^t^N(t) . 
Since K is formally real, the determinant rank of AtA - 1 is 
<  2 »  (t), = 0. Hence rank (A „-j_A - i) = rank (A I - A  I) <  2K t S L S
w (ts = 0 .  We have succeeded partially in simplifying tc
the search for a partitioning. At least now we know that 
associated with any partitioning is a collection
of quaternions satisfying $ 0
(ie,(tgtb )k # 0) for a ^ b.
We prove now a theorem analogous to Lemma 3.3. Using 
it, we can further refine our description of {t } , a
collection of quaternions associated with a certain partition
K L e A  •
Theorem 5.8 Let [W } C  fl be a partitioning for f over K.’ 3 3CA
For b e A, let T- be the matrix of W. . Then for W anyD D
—  2 2  2 automorph of f = +  x 2 +  ^x3 » t̂ ie collection of spaces
having matrices {WT 3 . constitutes a partitioning.3 3CA
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-1
Proof; Let W arise from T(x) = wxw ^ for w  c a m *
be a set of quaternions associated with {T ]. (i.e., T = A J,)9 3 La
Then (t w] is a set of quaternions associated with a
{WT ]. Using Theorem 5.7, we see that [(t W) (tvw)" =  (t t 3 a m k a I
Hence, the spaces associated with {WT } have the pairwisea
disjoint property.
Let 0 = t'x. ,x„,x.a,x/. ,x,) be isotropic. We seek a space J. ^ J *+ J
WT^ so that: 0 c WT . We consider first 0 = (y ̂ , x „,y  ̂
where Oi = ty-^yyy-) satisfies 0ir = W~**(|3'), jS = (x. ,̂ Xg, x,.) .
—X 2 2 2Since. W is an automorph of f = z, +  z J" .+ dz^ , it followsJ- c -»
*'i *> ') r* rt
(see Lemma 3.1) that x,*" +  x + dx„<' = y.,  ̂+  y.,  ̂+  dyc -
I J o i ' . - v  o
Hence, 0 is isotropic, ar.d there exists W such that
0 C W . Let T be the matrix of W ,a a a
T = a
1 —  — | —  — r  ~l
“l \ al bi -i
a3 b 3 Clearly, x^ a3 +  X, <+ b3 - 73
a- b_ a_ b_ y-j 3






w s - x3 , and
a5
./ I b5 i
x5
0 C WTa , that is, in the space having WTg as its matrix. 
Corollary 5.9 Let V C Cl. If there exists a partitioning for
f over K, then there exists one having V among its members.
Exploring the consequences of Corollary 5.9, we note that 
the assumption of the existence of a partitioning implies that 
one exists with the identity space among its members. Considering, 
then, the associated collection of quaternions {t 1 , we claim 
that 1 € {t }; and, for t f 1, Theorem 5.5 allows us to assumeEt 3
A*that (t„,) = 1. For B = [t ( Q, | (t). = 0}, we observe thatlc Q K
B ft {t "j = {l}. Ko t e B, t £ 1, can be present in the 
partitioning. All ouch (associated) spaces intersect the 
identity space. The next theorem, together with reflection 
on the sat B just described, makes one wonder about the 
existence of s partitioning.
Theorem 5.10 Let [>/.}?_, and A  be two-dimensional subspace.?"" "*,m_ 1 '1— j,
sof K' such Chat:
1) V. (1 V. = {0} if i ^ j■*- J
2) fl A has one-dirnensional overlap (1 £ 1 £ n) 
n
Then, A £  U V. (We are still, assuming K to be formally real.) 
i=l. 1
Proof: Let 0L ^ 0 be an element of A H V^. We suppose n 2: 2
(the theorem is true for n = 1). The vectors Oi-̂ and are
linearly independent, since fl Vj - [0}> Hence, they
constitute a basis for A. For each i, (1 £ i ^ rt), there
2exists (x. ,y.) e K such that a. = x.<y, +  y.OL,. There existsr l l l. r i
2Cs.jT) ^ K such that (x,y) / k ^ ^ y i )  for 1 ^ i £ n and k c K.
n
Therefore, 0 = xOL +  yOi.. e A\ U V..•1- 4 • t X1=1
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Corollary 5.11 If fw_}__. is a partitioning and A  e f3\,{w_], thenfi fit A fi
infinitely many of the W  ' s must intersect A.fi i Tt
Proof: For finitely many W 's, say fw_ , A U W_ .a a± i=l i=1 at
Each element of B (described before Theorem 5.10) must be 
"intersected” infinitely many times by members of any partitioning 
containing 1 , the identity space.
One approach which failed is mentioned now. Suppose a
i
collection ft } , could be found maximal relative to theL a acA
-1pairwise-disjoint property. That is, (t t, ). £  0 for a jf b,fi D tv
if -1and\ for r e Q , \[t }, there exists a e A  such that (rt ), = 0.Q fi fi K
Hopefully, such a collection might yield a partitioning. Such 
is not the case. Consider the collection of quaternions 
{l} U {tQ + k | t e k } . One readily verifies that this 
collection is maximal relative to the pairwise-disjoint 
property. The associated collection of spaces is
These spaces contain no vectors 0 = (^a^a^ia^a^a ^), with 
a_ ^ 0, Hence, this collection is not a partitioning.
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We remark with interest that each Isotropic vector o£ = (a-
with 0 in the last coordinate is contained in one of these spaces.
We have found a parametric representation for a partitioning
2 2 n 2 of x^ - + x ^  - x^ over K, formally real. This
partitioning is evidently one of the partitionings described in
Pall [?]; that is, the partitioning associated with the set of
orthogonal matrices of determinant 1 .
At this point the author can report (on this problem) only
numerous conjectures tried and abandoned. ■ Ih-.space occupied
their discussion could easily exteed the rest of the dissertation.
We describe (without proof) only one of these conjectures.
We confine our search for a partitioning to the set S = {1}
U {t € Q,* 1 (t). = l}, as described in the discussion following d 4c
Corollary 5.9. The collection of quaternions R = £r + i | C k ] 
corresponds to an infinite collection of distinct spaces, none of 
which can fce present in any partitioning derived from S.
(Theorem 5.7). We note further that T(t -J- t„i +  t j +  k)O 1 A
(r - i)l- = dt_ +  r . So for fixed t f S, t ^ 1, t can- o 2 o
"intersect" precisely one space in R. Recalling Corollary 5.11, 
we see that at least infinitely many spaces from S are necessary 
to "pick up" the vectors of a single space from R. The author 
conjectured that the vectors from all the spaces of R could not 
be picked up by a pairwise-disjoint collection from S. By 
using the explicit formulations of (and much calculation), 
the author discovered that his conjecture was false.
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In conclusion, the author still feels that the tools developed 
in this chapter can be used to settle the question of the existence 
of a partitioning for f over K. With growing conviction, however, 
the author also believes that it may be necessary to study the
automorphs of f directly (not those of f). To do this, the
Clifford algebra must be mastered, together with the extensive 
literature on the groups of automorphs already present due to the
studies of J. Dieudonne [3] and E. Artin [lj.
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS (In Order of Appearance)
Sl-TTebols Page Meaning
s < b The set of all isotropic vectors (for a given f)
fi (i) The set of all maximal isotropic spaces
(2) A matrix with n rows and k columns
0 (n3k) (2) As A^R;,k^, exttept each antry is zero
f ~  g O ) f and g are equivalent under nonsingular
C D
transformation (see below)
(6) A space in canonical form
(t>. <21) If = fc0 + V  +  C2j +  fc3k > (t)k = *=3
fT (34) A form resulting when T transforms f
0 > k
(35) The zero form of order k.
f (47)
n 2 2
The form x^ +  x^ +  dx^
1 (47) A matrix corresponding to a specific isotropic 
space
Qd (50) A quaternion algebra over K (depending on d)
r (50) If t = tQ +  tLi + t2j + t3k,
= ‘o ■ tii * V  "
Definitions Page
Isotropic vector (space) (i)
Partitioning (i)



















1) For characteristic not 2, f ~  g means IE T nonsingular such that 
T*AT = B, with A the matrix of g. For characteristic 2, fT = g. 
(See fT in table of symbols). (A,B,T, are n x n if f is n-ary).
2) The Hamilton quaternions are described on pages 49 and 50-, for 
d = 1 .
3) For more information, see [l0],
4) As in 1) above, T nonsingular so that T'AT = A  is called an auto­
morph of f, where A  is the matrix of f. For characteristic 2,
fT = f for T nonsingular, T an automorph of £.
5) As in 1) above, and characteristic not 2, f is nonsingular »  A 
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